Patient-specific model of arterial circulation for surgical planning of vascular access.
To report the technical aspects of a novel method to generate patient-specific vascular network models of arterial vasculature for the surgical planning of vascular access (VA) for hemodialysis. On the basis of literature data, we defined a set of rules for estimation of diameter, length and compliance of arterial network segments, at patient-specific level, as a function of general descriptors (i.e. sex, age, body size and pathology). Using this method we generated vascular network models of height hypothetical patients with different age, sex and body surface area and we computed pressures and blood flows along the arterial arm vasculature using a wave propagation model. Simulation results show that vascular geometry is influenced by sex, age and body size leading to important differences in hemodynamic function. Calculated wall shear stress is higher in women females as compared to men, regardless of body size and age. Our method facilitates estimating vascular network model parameters useful for patient-specific pre-operative assessment of blood flow distribution in the arterial arm circulation.